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Abstract. In the last decade, adaptation of differential privacy to graph
data has received growing attention. Most efforts have been dedicated to
unlabeled homogeneous graphs, while labeled graphs with an underlying
semantic (e.g. RDF) have been mildly addressed.
In this paper, we present a new approach based on graph projection to
adapt differential privacy to RDF graphs, while reducing query sensitiv-
ity. We propose three edge-addition based graph projection methods that
transform the original RDF graph into a graph with bounded degree,
bounded out-degree, and bounded typed-out-degree. We demonstrate
that these projections preserve neighborhood, allowing to expand the
domain of any differentially private algorithm from graphs with bounded
(out/typed-out) degree to any arbitrary RDF graph. Experimental and
analytical evaluation through a realistic twitter use-case shows that pro-
jection can provide two orders of magnitude of utility improvement.
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1 Introduction

RDF [11] is a standard way to model semantic (or linked) data. An RDF data set
is a set of triples (subject-predicate-object) which form a labeled directed graph.
The use of Linked Data is increasing, and thus privacy in such data sources
is becoming an issue [3]. Indeed, directly publishing graph data may result in
disclosure of sensitive information and therefore to privacy violations.

Differential privacy [4] (DP) is currently one of the most popular and preva-
lent definitions of privacy. In the last decade, adapting differential privacy to
graphs has received growing attention. However, most efforts have been dedi-
cated to unlabeled, homogeneous graphs, while labeled graphs with an underly-
ing semantic have seldom been addressed. This original type of graph is our focus
in this paper. It is important to note that many queries are highly sensitive to
small modifications of the original graph, which means directly using differential
privacy to perturb the query results is a bad option.

Contribution. In this paper, we propose a new approach based on graph
projection to adapt differential privacy to edge-labeled directed graphs, i.e. RDF
graphs, while reducing the sensitivity of different kinds of queries. We consider
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three different privacy definitions : node privacy, outedge privacy and typed edge
privacy. The main idea behind our approach is to use graph projection within the
DP mechanisms in order to reduce the sensitivity of queries. For projections to
be adequate w.r.t. the privacy definitions, we propose three edge-addition based
graph projection methods that transform the original RDF graph into a graph
respecting one of the following constraints: bounded degree, bounded out-degree
and bounded QL-out-degree. We evaluate our contribution analytically and ex-
perimentally w.r.t. a real twitter use-case, showing significant improvement over
a naive approach without projection. The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Fundamental concepts of differential privacy are introduced in Sec. 2. Sec. 3
surveys related work and introduces the neighborhood definitions associated to
the considered privacy models. Our approach and contributions are described
in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 presents an analysis of the approach. We finally conclude and
point some future works in Sec. 6.

2 Background : Differential Privacy

This section provides core background about DP, originally introduced by Dwork
in 2006 [5,4]. Due to its formal privacy guarantees, DP has emerged to be the
flagship of data privacy definitions nowadays.

2.1 Definition of Differential Privacy

Intuitively, the goal of DP is to ensure that an attacker is not able to infer
(beyond a certain probabilistic threshold) whether an individual contributed to
the result of a query over a database. The exact protection and the notion of
individuals’ contributions are defined based on the concept of neighboring (or
adjacent) databases. Given a distance on databases, we say that two databases
are neighbors (or adjacent) if they are at distance 1. We will discuss the metrics
we use to define adjacent databases in Sec. 3.1. In this section, we note d the
distance on the considered space.

An algorithm is differentially private if it is likely to yield the same output
on neighboring databases. The robustness of DP is quantified by a positive pa-
rameter ϵ, called privacy budget. The basic introduction of differential privacy
[5,4] considered databases that are sets or arrays. In this case, each individual
information corresponds to a database entry and this entry can be modified
without impacting other entries. For a comprehensive overview of concepts and
definitions, we refer to [4]. In what follows, we adopt the definition by [9].

Definition 1 (ϵ, δ-differential Privacy). A randomized mechanism K: Dn →
Rk preserves (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy if for any pair of databases (x, y) ∈ (Dn)2

such that d(x,y) =1, and for all sets S of possible outputs:

Pr[K(x) ∈ S] ≤ eϵPr[K(y) ∈ S] + δ (1)

where the probability is taken over the randomness of K.

In what follows, we consider ϵ-DP wich is (ϵ, δ)−DP with δ = 0.
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2.2 Noise Calibration

One way of achieving DP for a query q is to add to its results an appropriate
amount of noise, calibrated by the global sensitivity of q. Global sensitivity (GS)
measures the maximal variation of the query result when evaluated upon any
two neighboring databases. GS depends only on q, d, and the considered space
of databases.

Definition 2 (Global Sensitivity (GS) [4]). For f : Dn → Rk and all (x,y)
∈ (Dn)2, the global sensitivity of f is

∆f = max
x,y:d(x,y)=1

∥ f(x)− f(y) ∥1 (2)

where ∥∥1 denotes the L1 norm.

One way to satisfy DP is to add noise to the output of a query.

Theorem 1 (Laplace Mechanism [5]). In the Laplace mechanism, in order
to publish f(x) where f :Dn → R and x ∈ Dn while satisfying ϵ-DP, one publishes

K(x) = f(x) + Lap(∆f/ϵ) (3)

where Lap (∆f /ϵ) represents a random draw from the Laplace distribution
centered at 0 with scale ∆f /ϵ. The Laplace distribution centered at µ with scale
b being the distribution with probability density function

h(x) =
1

2b
exp(

−|x− µ|
b

) (4)

3 Related Work

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to construct DP-mechanisms over
RDF graphs. In this section, we provide an overview of DP over graphs and
privacy preserving RDF querying.

3.1 Models and distances for DP on Graphs

When using DP, the privacy model is tightly related to a distance on the consid-
ered database-space. On graph data, two distances are classically adopted: edge-
DP and node-DP [7]. In node-DP, neighboring graphs are defined as graphs that
differ by one node and all its incident edges. Node-DP represents the strongest
privacy model for graphs. It protects the contribution of a node and all of its
incident edges. This means that by observing the result of a node-DP mechanism
over a database x, an attacker may not, with statistically significant confidence,
infer whether a particular node or any of its incident edges is in x. In the case
of RDF, an incident edge represents a triple involving the node as subject or
object. In edge-DP, neighboring graphs are defined as graphs that differ by at
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most one edge. Edge-DP is the weakest graph privacy model. It only protects
the contribution of a single edge.

While edge-DP is usually considered weak, the sensitivity of many queries
under node-DP is high and sometimes unbounded. This will degrade the utility
(i.e. accuracy of the query answer), or even make it impossible to construct a
DP-mechanism. In what follows, we consider other privacy models we believe to
be reasonable in the context of RDF and should result in better utility.

Outedge DP [16] was introduced in the context of social networks. Its adap-
tation to the context of edge-labeled directed graphs is straightforward. This
privacy model protects all the outedges of a node. In the context of RDF, this
means protecting all the triples a node is the subjet of.

QL-Outedge DP [14] was introduced for edge-labeled directed graphs. It is
similar to outedge privacy but considers edges’ semantics by only protecting
edges of a given set QL (i.e. sensitive labels).

Notations. An edge-labeled directed graph is a graph G = (V, E) where V is
a set of vertices, E is a set of edges such that E ⊆ V × L× V, with L the set of
possible edge labels. We note G the set of such graphs.

Formal definitions for the considered distances (related to node, outedge, and
QL-outedge privacy) between two graphs G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2) are
reported in Table 1.

Notation Definition
dn |V |+ |V ′| where V = (V2 ∪ V1) \ (V2 ∩ V1) and V ′ ⊆ (V1 ∩ V2) is the
(node) smallest set such as the subgraph of G1 induced by V1 \ (V ∪ V ′) is equal

to the subgraph of G2 induced by V2 \ (V ∪ V ′)

dO ∞ if V1 ̸= V2

(outedge) else |V | where V = {v ∈ V1|∃l ∈ L1, ∃u ∈ V1 :
(v, l, u) ∈ (E1 ∪ E2) ∧ (v, l, u) /∈ (E1 ∩ E2)}

dQL ∞ if V1 ̸= V2 ∨ ∃(u, v) ∈ (V1 ∩ V2)
2, ∃l ∈ L \QL

(QL-outedge) such that (u, l, v) ∈ (E1 ∪ E2) ∧ (u, l, v) /∈ (E1 ∩ E2)
else |V | where V = {v ∈ V1|∃l ∈ QL,∃u ∈ V1 :
(v, l, u) ∈ (E1 ∪ E2) ∧ (v, l, u) /∈ (E1 ∩ E2)}

Table 1. Distances: notations and definitions

3.2 Applying DP on graphs

Previous studies described in [10][16] [1][13] show different approaches to work
with DP in graphs. [10] present various techniques for designing node-DP al-
gorithms for network data. The main idea is to project the input graph onto
the set of graphs with maximum degree less than a specific threshold to bound
the sensitivity of queries. It is based on a naive truncation that simply discards
nodes of high degree. However, their techniques are designed for undirected la-
beled graphs, and not RDF, contrary to our proposed approach, which is also
based on graph projection.
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3.3 Privacy over RDF

Delanaux et al. [3] developed a declarative framework for anonymizing RDF
graphs by using blank nodes to hide sensitive data. Anonymisation of RDF data
was also studied in [12,8] where the anonymisation model is inspired by the k-
anonymity model. However, k-anonymity does not provide the formal privacy
guarantees that DP does.

Most of the literature related to DP on RDF datasets appears to be theoret-
ical. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, the only work investigating DP in the
context of RDF that directly provides experiments is [15]. However, they give
a DP realisation via local sensitivity without the use of a smoothing function
hence failing to comply with the privacy guarantees stated in [6].

4 Proposed Approach : from a subspace with
low-sensitivity queries to G

The main challenge when developing node-DP, outedge-DP, and QL-outedge-
DP algorithms is that the sensitivity of many queries can be very high, or even
unbounded, in G. Consider a query that computes the maximum out-degree in a
graph. Under node privacy, out-edge privacy and Ql-out-edge privacy, the global
sensitivity of this query is in terms of the number of nodes in the graph, which
is unbounded. Technically, many queries may have much lower sensitivity when
running on a graph with bounded degree, out-degree, or QL-out-degree.

Therefore, the main idea behind our approach is graph projection, in order
to transform the original graph G into a graph of bounded degree, out-degree,
or QL-out-degree. We show that such projections can significantly reduce the
sensitivity of a query and consequently the magnitude of the noise added to
achieve DP. This reduction may compensate the data loss inherent to these
projections, allowing them to ultimately improve utility.

In this section, we first introduce projection methods. We then introduce the
necessary notations and concepts to study DP for queries within the projected
space. Finally, we show how to make the whole mechanism (i.e., a projection
followed by a query over the projected space) differentially private.

4.1 Proposed Projection Methods

In what follows, we propose three edge-addition based graph projection methods
named Tn, TO and TQL. Projection by edge-addition was introduced by [2] for
unlabeled, undirected graphs and is herein expanded to edge-labeled directed
graphs. Notations. We note GD the set of graphs with maximum degree D and
GD
o the set of graphs with maximum out-degree D. Finally, we note GD

QL the set
of graphs with maximum QL-out-degree D for a given QL ⊆ L; i.e. the set of
graphs whose vertices are the source of at most D edges whose labels are in QL.
Note that GD

QL ⊆ GD
o ⊂ GD ⊂ G.
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Projection algorithms. Projection methods Tn: G → GD, TO: G → GD
o , TQL :

G → GD
QL described in Algorithm 1 transform the original graph G into one of

its sub-graphs G̃, such that the maximum degree, out-degree, or QL-out-degree
of a node in G̃ is less than or equal to D.

First, the projection creates a graph with the same nodes as G but without
any edges. It then tries to insert each edge of G following an edge ordering
function –noted A– that takes a graph and outputs an ordered lists of its edges.
An edge e = (v1, ℓ, v2) is successfully inserted whenever its insertion preserves
the constraint, i.e. for Tn (resp. TO, TQL) inserting this edge will not raise the
degree of either v1 or v2 (resp. the out-degree of v1, the QL-out-degree of
v1) over D.

Algorithm 1: Tn, (resp. TO; TQL) : projection by edge-addition, Bound
Degree (resp. Out-degree, QL-out-degree)

Input: A graph G = (V, E) ∈ G, a bound D, a stable edge ordering A, (a set
of labels QL ⊆ L for TQL )

Output: An output D-degree bounded graph (resp. D-out-degree bounded
graph TO(G); D-Ql-out-degree bounded graph TQL(G))

1 Ẽ ← ∅;
2 foreach v ∈ V do toBound(v)←0;
3 foreach e=(v1,l,v2) ∈ A(G) and following A’s order do
4 if toBound(v1) < D ∧ toBound(v2) < D (resp. toBound(v1) < D; l ∈ QL

∧ toBound(v1) < D) then
5 Ẽ ← Ẽ∪ {e};
6 toBound(v1)++;
7 /* Only in Tn */
8 toBound(v2)++;
9 end if

10 /* Only in TQL */

11 if l /∈ QL then Ẽ ← Ẽ∪ {e} ;
12 end foreach
13 return GD = (V, Ẽ) (resp. GD

o = (V, Ẽ), GD
QL = (V, Ẽ))

Edge ordering. As seen above, the algorithm attempts to insert the edge in some
predetermined order. Using a different order may produce a different result. This
edge ordering must be stable in the sense that given two neighboring graphs G1

and G2, if two edges appear in G1 and G2 then their relative order must be the
same in A(G1) and A(G2). We can construct a stable edge ordering quite easily.
Indeed, as E ⊆ V × L× V, a first intuition is to consider orders on the space of
sources, labels, and destination (e.g. lexicographical order) and to define a total
edge order by combining the three.

4.2 Privacy on Bounded (degree, Out-degree, Ql-out-degree)
Graphs

Note that most concepts related to DP depend on the considered space of
databases and its associated distance. Since we consider in this paper various
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subspaces of G and various distances, this subsection introduces unambiguous
notations and definitions.

Definition 3 (Restricted ϵ, δ-differential Privacy). A randomized mecha-
nism K: G → S is (ϵ, δ)R differentially private over R ⊆ G w.r.t. a distance d
over R, if for all pairs (G1, G2) ∈ R2,

d(G1, G2) = 1 =⇒ Pr[K(G1) ∈ S] ≤ eϵPr[K(G2) ∈ S] + δ

By definition, the global sensitivity of a query is the maximum variation of
its results over any neighboring graphs in the considered space.

Definition 4 (Global sensitivity on Bounded Graphs). For any f : G →
Rk, the global sensitivity of f on R ⊆ G, w.r.t a distance d over R is:

∆R
d f = max

(G1,G2)∈R2:d(G1,G2)=1
∥ f(G1)− f(G2) ∥1 (5)

By convention, ∆G
d is noted ∆d. The sensitivity over the projected spaces can

simply be seen as the sensitivity of the restriction of the original function to the
projected spaces. Considering the definitions it is trivial that for any f , R, and
d, ∆R

d f ≤ ∆df .

4.3 Privacy and projections

These notations having been introduced, we study in what follows the privacy
guarantees of the mechanism composed by a projection followed by a query. Its
sensitivity depends on the sensitivity of the projection, i.e. the maximal distance
between any two neighboring graphs after projection.

Definition 5 (Global sensitivity of a projection [10]). The global sensi-
tivity of a projection T: G → R w.r.t. a distance d over G and dR over R is:

∆(d,dR)T = max
(G1,G2)∈G2:d(G1,G2)=1

dR(T (G1), T (G2)) (6)

In what follows, we assume that the same distance d is used in G and R, and
note ∆dT instead of ∆(d,d)T . The sensitivity of the composed function f ◦ T is
bounded by the sensitivity of T times the sensitivity of f on the projected space:

Theorem 2 (Sensitivity of the composed mechanism [10]). Given a pro-
jection T : G → R ⊆ G, a function f : R → Rk, and a distance d over G:

∆d(f ◦ T ) ≤ ∆R
d f ×∆dT (7)
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4.4 Privacy on unbounded graphs through projection

Our context involves three privacy models (node, outedge and QL-outedge) re-
lated to three distances and three projections introduced in Sec. 3.1 and 4.1,
respectively. In principle, one would want to study the global sensitivity of each
projection w.r.t. all distances. However, there is an obvious relation between pro-
jection and distances and we believe that a preliminary study may be restricted
to (i) ∆dn

Tn, (ii) ∆dO
TO (iii) ∆dQL

TQL. Moreover, in this paper, we focus on
(ii) and (iii) for space reasons, as they seem more interesting to us in the context
of RDF.

Lemma 1 (Global sensitivity of TO). ∆dO
TO = 1

We omit the proof due to space restriction. Intuitively, by removing or adding
all the out-edges of some node v, v is the only impacted node in term of outdegree.
Since the constraint of TO concerns outdegree, and since the edge ordering is
stable, outedges of other nodes are handled in the same way by TO, the sole
difference between the two projected graphs being the out-edges of v. Therefore,
the projected graphs are still neighbors w.r.t. dO.

Lemma 2 (Global sensitivity of TQL). ∆dQL
TQL = 1

The proof is similar to Lemma 1 since in the worst case scenario, outedge and
QL-outedge are identical.

Hence, the global sensitivity of TO and TQL w.r.t. their related distance (dO
and dQL, respectively), is 1. Therefore:

– They preserve neighborhood, i.e., the projection of two neighboring graphs
through the use of TO and TQL results in two neighboring graphs (w.r.t. dO
and dQL, respectively).

– According to Thm. 2, for any function f , the global sensitivity of the com-
posed mechanism is no greater than the global sensitivity of f over the
projected space (w.r.t. dO and dQL, respectively).

It directly follows that any algorithm DP on GD
o , or GD

QL can be transformed
into an algorithm DP on G without any extra privacy budget (i.e. while preserv-
ing ϵ).

Proposition 1. Given any mechanism f whose domain is GD
o (resp. GD

QL), if
f is ϵ-DP w.r.t. dO (resp. dQL) then f ◦TO (resp. f ◦TQL ) is ϵ-DP on G w.r.t.
dO (resp. dQL).

Proof is immediate considering that TQL and TO preserve neighborhood ac-
cording to Lemma 1 and 2.

5 Analytical and Experimental Evaluation

This section introduces metrics to analytically evaluate the approach and con-
front them to a real use-case. Analytical expectations are experimentally con-
firmed, demonstrating the feasibility and interest of the approach. The evaluation
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User

Person

Tweet

tweetType

String

String

String

String

String

RDF:type

hasName

RDF:type
timestamp

hasEmotion

hasText

references

Fig. 1. RDF schema for Sentiment140

relies on the Sentiment140 dataset composed of 1.6 million tweets1, which we
have parsed and serialized in RDF/XML format. Its schema is shown in Fig. 1.
Experiments are conducted using Apache Jena to run SPARQL queries and use
our Java 1.8 implementation of the projection algorithms.

5.1 Metrics: Utility and Information Loss

G ∈ G

Ḡ ∈ R

qnq

q̄ q̄n

Q +Lap(∆dQ
ϵ

) )

Q +Lap(∆R
d Q

ϵ
)

T

Fig. 2. Available data for evaluation : overview

Figure 2 provides an overview of the functions and values considered during
our evaluation w.r.t. a query Q, a projection T , and a distance d. To simplify,
we consider that Q : G → R and the laplacian mechanism is used to achieve DP.

We are interested in particular in evaluating: (1) the overall utility loss due
to privacy, comparing q̄n and q; (2) the information loss due to projection, by
1 https://www.kaggle.com/kazanova/sentiment140

https://www.kaggle.com/kazanova/sentiment140
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comparing q and q̄; (3) the interest of projection w.r.t. providing a DP answer
without projection, by comparing qn and q̄n. To this end, we propose the fol-
lowing novel metrics:

1. Expected utility loss E, which is the expected difference between q̄n and
q. E =

∫∞
0

xG(x) dx with G(x) the probability of answering q̄n such as
|q̄n− q| = x:

E(x) =

∫ ∞

0

x(
1

2b
exp(

−|q − x− q̄|
b

) +
1

2b
exp(

−|q + x− q̄|
b

))

= b ∗ exp(−(q − q̄)

b
) + q − q̄

(8)

with b =
∆R

d

ϵ .
2. Information loss due to projection is defined as

Ploss =
|q − q̄|

q
(9)

Regarding the third point –interest of projection– note that if ∆dQ = ∞ we
can either consider that DP is impossible on the original space, or that qn should
be considered pure noise (uniformly random over R), which make the interest
of projection immediate. In what follows, we also compare the approach with a
naive one consisting in using restricted DP without projection.

5.2 Considered query and interest of the approach

We consider here a query Q over the Sentiment140 dataset that counts the
number of users user "Garythetwit" has referenced. This query leverage the
dataset’s semantic, refers to a path of size greater than 1, and showcase several
interesting properties. The SPARQL query is provided in Listing 1.1.

Listing 1.1. Query in SPARQL - # users references by Garythetwit

Se l e c t ( count (? r e f e r encedUse r ) as ? c )
WHERE { <http :// rdfanon . org / types#Garythetwit>
<http :// rdfanon . org / types#tweeted> ? tweet .
? tweet <http :// rdfanon . org/#re f e r en c e s > ? re f e r encedUse r . }}

On the original dataset, Q outputs 55, q = 55.

Interest of the approach. It is immediate that ∆dn
Q and ∆dO

Q are infinite. Thus,
in this case, it would not be possible to construct a DP mechanism directly from
the original query without reducing its sensitivity. We will see in what follows
that the approach also provides significant improvement in utility if one were to
construct a restricted mechanism without projection.

If neither tweeted nor references are considered sensitive, (i.e. are in QL),
∆dQL

Q is 0 and Q do not provide any insight to an attacker. If at least one of
the two is sensitive, ∆dQL

Q is also infinite. In what follows, we consider QL =
{references, tweeted}.
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5.3 Projection loss

Q considers solely tweeted and references outedges. According the schema rep-
resented in Fig. 1, a node with a tweeted outedge has two other outedges related
to its type and name. A node with references outedges has 4 other outedges
related to its timestamp, emotion, text and query term.

Let us first consider TO. An immediate heuristic to reduce information loss
during projection is to gives priority to tweeted and references edges over the
other types. Assuming a bound D greater than the maximal number of users
referenced in a tweet plus 4, it is immediate that a projection bounding the
outdegree of the graph to D will not have any impact on the outdegree of tweets.
If the projection gives priority to tweeted outedge, it leads to the same data loss
as a projection bounding it to D + 2 while giving lowest priority to tweeted.

Accordingly, we propose two orders over the set of edges used during pro-
jection. or gives priority to edges labelled references and or,t gives priority to
those labelled references and tweeted. Apart from this, they behave like the lex-
icographical order of the concatenation of edges’ label, source, and destination.
They discriminate between two prioritized edges according to the lexicographical
order of their source and destination. Regarding or,t, the relative order between
references and tweeted edges does not matter; according to the schema these
type of edges originate from different type of nodes. Note that such a use of lex-
icographical order for non-prioritized edge labels means that tweeted edges have
lowest rank according to or. According to the previous remark, and assuming
that the maximal outdegree of tweets is lower than the maximal outdegree of
users, there exists a couple (Dm, DM ) such that for any D, Dm ≤ D ≤ DM

Ploss of TO with or,t and D is equal to Ploss of TO with or and D + 2.
Regarding TQL, since edges that are neither references nor tweeted do not

count during projection, there is no difference between or and or,t and in both
cases TQL behaves like TO with or,t.

These considerations are confirmed by our experimental evaluation reported
in Table 2. Experimental bounds go from 2 to 560, meaning that we preserve
at minimum up to 2 (sensitive) outedges per node and at most 560. D = 2
obviously leads to a inoperable database with a information loss of 1. 560 is
an extremal. Indeed, the maximum out-degree of a node in the dataset is 551,
therefore, a projection with D = 560 leads to 0 modification and 0 information
loss. As expected:

1. TO w.r.t. the order or,t is equivalent to TQL with QL = {references, tweeted}
2. TO w.r.t. or leads to slightly more loss than these two projections with small

bound: from 1 to 0.96 and 0.9 to 0.89 information loss with D equal to 4
and 10, respectively.
Note that Ploss with D = 50 is 0, 27, q̄ in this case being 40. Indeed, the

projections keep the edge between Garythetwit and some of its edges that do
not contain any reference. An optimal projection would lead to a q̄ between D
(worst case scenario where each tweet contains a single reference) and D2 (there
exists at least D tweets with at least D references).
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Table 2. Ploss for Q

Degree bound D 2 4 10 50 500 560
Ploss TO wrt or 1 1 0.9 0.27 0 0
Ploss TO wrt or,t 1 0.96 0.89 0.27 0 0

Ploss TQL 1 0.96 0.89 0.27 0 0

5.4 Overall utility of the approach

Here, ∆
GD
QL

dQL
Q = ∆

GD
o

dO
Q = D2, i.e. the sensitivity of Q w.r.t. dQL (resp. dO)

restricted to the space of graphs with maximal QL-out-degree (resp. out-degree)
D is D2. Note that this is quite pessimistic and does not consider the schema
of the database. Indeed, we consider that for any value of D, D tweets can
reference D users each. In reality and due to character limits, the number of
users referenced in a tweet is limited. Considering the database schema and
constraints could lead to further reduction of the query’s sensitivity over the
projected space.

Fig. 3. Approximation of E(x) for TQL/TO w.r.t. or,t

We compute an approximation of E(x) by averaging the distance obtained
between q and q̄n over 100 runs. This experimental approximation fits the an-
alytical prevision. Since the sensitivities in the projected space are equal and
since we have seen previously that the projected graphs are quite similar, we
report in Fig. 3 only the analytical value for TQL (which is the same as TO w.r.t.
or,t).
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As expected, E(x) decreases while ϵ increases: utility increases as privacy
guarantees weaken. More interestingly, E(x) decreases with D, meaning that
increase of information loss due to a tighter bound is compensated by the de-
crease in the amplitude of noise added to obtain DP guarantees. With ϵ = 1,
E(x)withD=560
E(x)withD=50 is roughly 125, meaning that the expected distance between the
private answer and the real value is 125 times greater with bound D = 560 than
50. Interestingly, as said before, D = 560 is an extremal case where the graph
is not modified during projection. We have also seen that ∆dO

Q = ∞, meaning
that no DP mechanism can be trivially constructed over G. A straightforward
–but somewhat weak– approach would be to construct a restricted DP mecha-
nism over some subspace of G, typically GD

o or GD
QL with D = 560. This would

provide exactly the same results as our approach with D = 560, which provides
utility several orders of magnitude worse than a regular parametrization of our
approach with a bound ≤ 50.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a new approach based on graph projection to adapt differ-
ential privacy to edge-labeled directed graphs –e.g. RDF graphs– while reducing
the amplitude of the randomized noise.

The main idea is to use graph projection to reduce the sensitivity of queries.
We propose three edge-addition based graph projection methods that transform
an RDF graph into a graph of bounded degree, out-degree, or typed-out-degree.
We show that two of these projections preserve neighborhood w.r.t. two differ-
ent privacy models. Consequently, for said projections and models, the global
sensitivity of the composition (query ◦ projection) is at most equal to the global
sensitivity of the query over the projected space. Thus, we obtain a general
method to expand the domain of any DP mechanism over a restricted projected
space, to the space of RDF graphs. We experimentally and analytically demon-
strate the feasibility and interest of the approach on a real twitter dataset w.r.t.
a query with infinite sensitivity on the original space. We also show that our ap-
proach provides a utility several order of magnitude better than a naive approach
relying on restricted DP without projection.

The proposed study underline the importance of two particular research di-
rections that we plan on tackling; optimizing projection to reduce information
loss and considering database schema to reduce the query sensitivity over the
considered spaces. This last point is far from trivial as it implies studying DP in a
space where a graph do not necessarily have neighbors and opens the possibility
of the projected space to not be included in the original space.
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